Hello NIEA Members,

We negotiated this education benefit with the University of Phoenix last fall, to help minimize the cost of college education throughout the tribal community, so missing out on this information could be costly.

**Don’t Miss Your Upcoming Tribal Scholarship Deadline and Education Benefits with University of Phoenix!**

The National Indian Education Association (NIEA) and University of Phoenix (UOPX) teamed up last fall to promote education benefits for all Native Americans, Alaskan Natives, Native Hawaiians, and employees of any tribal owned enterprise; PLUS, these benefits extend to your family members as well! **Proof of tribal registration is not required.**

Understanding that the cost of education can often be overwhelming, University of Phoenix continues to work closely with NIEA and the tribal community as we strive to make a college education affordable and attainable for those who seek personal and professional growth opportunities. In addition, many tribes have scholarship deadlines approaching. We cannot predict the award of any tribal education funding; however, we do help you navigate the process with your tribe to minimize the cost when combined with your NIEA/UOPX Education Benefits.

Though it takes hard work and determination to go back to school, you won’t have to do it alone. University of Phoenix students, who are affiliated with the tribal community, have access to Tribal and Native Hawaiian specialists during their entire program to help minimize the uncertainty of attending a larger university, in addition to:

- One-on-one help applying for tribal, employer, and external scholarship funding
- Time management help to achieve academic success while maintaining a family/life balance
- Explore a variety of resources and workshops that can improve your skills in areas such as technology, writing, and math
- 24/7 technical support
- Career services available from day one until after graduation
- Take one five or six-week course at a time, online or on-campus — whether you live on or off tribal lands.

Benefits are available for all programs including education, business, healthcare, sciences, security and technology.

**Mention NIEA affiliation to your University of Phoenix Tribal Specialist - (844) YES-UOPX or (844) 937-8679**
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